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TEAM PROPOSAL
Question:  Can agent-based simulation provide 
calibrated command agents for co-adaptive synthetic 
environment research?  The Calibration and Validation 
Process for complex adaptive system simulation provides an 
iterative methodology to calibrate agent behavior within a 
simulation.  This methodology can provide a platform for 
the development of co-adaptive systems in agent-based 
simulation by calibrating a command agent that senses the 
battlefield and makes decisions much like a targeted human 
commander.  This group will develop a simple scenario in 
netlogo that uses a command agent to replicate a human 
commander’s simple battlefield decisions such as retreat, 
attack, and commit the reserve. The expected result will be a 
simple co-adaptive combat scenario that can be calibrated to 
a particular real commander’s decision style or profile.
TEAM ACTIVITIES
The ability to represent the decision style of a particular 
human may now be possible due to advances in NOLH 
Design of Experiments and VVA of complex adaptive 
system simulation.  Team 9 is developing two simulation 
experiments as an exploration of this problem space.  First, a 
simulation of a large medieval  battle using primitive 
weapons seeks to capture a human commander’s decision to 
commit reserves and to, if necessary, retreat.  Second, a 
modern combat scenario models the risk attitude of the blue 
commander given the likelihood of chemical weapons use 
by the enemy.  
A four phase development concept is employed.  Phase I 
entails building the simulation.  The large battle is modeled 
in Netlogo, while the modern battle is modeled in 
Pythagoras.  Phase II is an exploration of the problem space, 
using data farming to develop the known behaviors of the 
model over a reasonable range of agent parameters.  Phase 
III is a human-in-the-loop experiment that will capture a 
range of human decision styles.  Phase IV is a calibration of 
agents that will mimic the decision style of those particular 
humans.
The International Data Farming Workshop #13 was 
used for primarily Phase I and Phase II.  Development of 
Netlogo and Pythagoras to conduct new behaviors will be 
necessary to support human decision making experiments.  
In particular, the ability to model and capture decisions for 
reserve force commitment and retreat must be developed, 
and the ability to model chemical weapons and unit 
reactions to chemicals must also be developed.
The mimicry of a specific human’s decision making 
style has great application throughout human endeavor.  For 
the military, this work can have significant impacts on the 
modern battlefield in the development of better semi-
automated forces, the command and control of robots and 
machines, and a host of communications and command and 
control applications.
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